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We are making this submission to share our experiences, as a local friends’ group, of how ‘environmental
infrastructure’ is handled in the area in which we live. It has been our experience that the importance of
environmental infrastructure is often undervalued and misunderstood, and it is only by the local community
bringing this to the attention of government, developers, and other relevant authorities that environmental
infrastructure is preserved and maintained. The values associated with the notion of ‘environmental
infrastructure’ are extremely important to communities and are essential to our physical and mental wellbeing.
Overall, we are greatly dismayed at the low priority given to ‘environmental infrastructure’ by developers
and all levels of government, beginning with local councils. Some examples of what we have experienced are
outlined below. Some of these examples concern the ‘sell-off’ of government land for development and to
our great disappointment, there is often little allowance for pubic open space and protection of biodiversity
values. In our experience, maximum profit is often prioritized over community and environment.
Example 1: Sale of Boronia Heights Secondary School in Victoria for a housing development.
This sale was subject to a planning panel process. However, like all planning panel hearings that we have
participated in, the terms of reference were so narrowly defined as to ensure a predetermined outcome
that excluded the public from submitting on some of the main issues concerning them, one of which was
preservation of a sports oval on the site. Despite the acknowledged need for more sports grounds in the
area of Knox, the preservation of the oval was stipulated as being ‘outside the terms of reference’, so there
was nothing the public could do or say to save the oval. To ensure maximum profits, the State Government
dictated that the oval must be used for housing. Since the school closure, the site had become a much-loved
and regularly-used area for relaxation and exercise, and the sports oval could have continued on as a valued
community asset and in the best interests of public health. The community also had to fight hard to protect
the biodiversity values on the site, which included rare remnant vegetation, but we were only able to
achieve small gains in this area as our input was minimal.
Example 2: Sale of DELWP’s former agricultural research station in Knox for a housing development.
Again, a planning panel was set up to hear public presentations on the development of this site, but the
terms of reference were so narrowly defined as to predetermine the outcome and disallow meaningful
community input. In fact, the community consultation process has been farcical. The aim of the community
has been, since the start, to protect existing environmental infrastructure in the form of an existing lake, and
also to achieve usable, quality open space as part of the extensive housing development proposed by the
developer, Development Victoria. The lake, known to the community as ‘Lake Knox’, is home to the
endangered Blue-billed duck. This is a typical scenario faced by local communities, with Development
Victoria completely closed off to all arguments and ideas put forward by the community. This is another
example of how we, the community, have to fight for environmental infrastructure because the mechanisms
and the will is often not there on the part of responsible authorities.
Example 3: The AGL Gas project in Westernport Bay. The planning panel hearings for this are currently
underway but the process is similar to what I have described above – the terms of reference restrict public
input and the process is biased and undemocratic, in our view. The Ramsar-listed wetland that is under
threat as part of this project surely constitutes ‘environmental infrastructure’, and arguably so do our beach
fronts and oceans. If it is to function at an optimum level that best serves the public ‘good’, the diversity of
environmental infrastructure needs to be understood in all its forms and as an interconnected network.
Example 4: Subdivisions in the Lysterfield Valley and Upper Ferntree Gully. We have spent over 10 years
trying to achieve better environmental outcomes (in terms of biodiversity, protections of waterways, visual
amenity, and public open space) for proposed subdivisions in our area of Upper Ferntree Gully, Upwey, and
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Lysterfield. One of the main issues we have been fighting for is protection of waterways and
implementation of land management plans. One of the subdivisions centred on Monbulk Creek, which has
the last population of platypus in the Dandenong Catchment. We argued very strongly for the
implementation of Clause 14.02 of the Victorian Planning Provisions (VPP), which specifies a 30-metre buffer
alongside waterways. Even though this is in the planning provisions and this was a site where it was easy to
implement (and Melbourne Water was prepared to cover costs and do maintenance work), local council and
the owners were reluctant to take measures to protect the creek. It was only through the VCAT process that
we were able to achieve outcomes consistent with the planning scheme. In another subdivision, we
achieved a 10-hectare public reserve along Ferny Creek. Again, this was only achieved by fighting the case
through VCAT.
Example 5: Yarra Ranges C148 Amendment.
As an example of how local council’s bypass their obligations to create and maintain public open space, the
Yarra Ranges Council C148 Amendment (as yet undecided by the minister as far as we know) declares that
the public space requirement under Clause 53.01 of the VPP will no longer be required for land outside the
Urban Growth Boundary, which is much of Yarra Ranges. Hence, this important mechanism (via which
developers must give something back to the community in terms of open space) is being bypassed by one of
the biggest councils in the State. Yarra Ranges is responsible for the largest area of the Yarra River, and the
mandatory contributions to public opens space provided one mechanism though which we could increase
the health of our waterways and riparian habitat corridors and also link up areas of public open space. The
C148 Amendment will remove this mechanism to increase public access to open space. A mandatory
contribution to open space is a recompense that developers should be liable for in return for achieving large
profits through subdivision of land.
Example 5. Metro Trains substation, Upwey – removal of eucalypts.
Seven large mature eucalypts are currently proposed to be removed from the main street of Upwey because
they are considered a fire risk. This is a built area of Upwey, and we dispute that they pose a high fire risk.
Also, the value of the cooling effect of trees is often not taken into account when people call for trees to be
cut down for ‘safety’ reasons. Trees should be recognized as a vital part of environmental infrastructure, and
the current trend by some councils for naming and ‘emailing’ trees shows how loved they are by many in the
community. We also need to maintain habitat corridors, of which these 7 large eucalypts from a vital link
and represent local genetic diversity. Australian plants depend upon genetic diversity to reproduce
successfully; reducing gene pools moves entire species towards extinction. Environmental infrastructure in
urban areas is one of the keys to addressing this decline. In nearby Knox for example, we have only 3%
remnant bush remaining with many species listed as rare and threatened and some extinct.
The wins for environmental infrastructure, such as we achieved on Monbulk and Ferny Creeks, often only
happens when the public is prepared to fight for them. This is not right, because there should be much
stronger protective measures that come automatically into play within the system, and all levels of
government and other relevant authorities should be prepared to implement these protections without the
need for the community to force the issues through avenues such as VCAT. We have found repeatedly that
even proof of the presence of rare and endangered species or birds on international migratory agreements
is not enough to stop developers and governments intent on short-term financial gains.
When it comes to protecting ‘environmental infrastructure’, many environmental groups and communities
are witnessing a devastating process of ‘death by a thousand cuts’ (as demonstrated by the above
examples). Protecting, conserving, and increasing ‘environmental infrastructure’ is vital to halt the decline of
species and to maintain people’s physical and mental health. It is our hope that the COVID reality in which
we now live will provide pause for thought as to how important this infrastructure is to our well-being and
how we can better plan to incorporate it in our urban environment.
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